Owl Pellets

Directions: Copy the Great Horned Owl puppet pieces for each child. Have children color their owl heads and mice. Help them cut out the pieces. Give each child a paper lunch bag and have them glue their owl head to bottom of the bag. Show them how to put the mouse in the owl's mouth (under the flap on the paper bag). They may glue the mouse down. Encourage them to draw the owl's body, wings, feathers and feet on their puppet.

Owl Puppet

Bone Chart

Bone Chart

Directions: Copy the Food Chain Puzzles onto card stock and cut them out. Color and laminate the pieces, if desired. Place one or more puzzles at a station (see note below). As children explore the puzzles, engage them in a conversation about how the pieces fit together and what the puzzle represents—a food chain. Quick Facts: Food chains trace the path of energy from one living thing to the next. Most food chains begin with energy from the sun. Plants turn energy from the sun into food energy. Animals that eat plants get food energy from them. When they are eaten by other animals, the food energy moves “up” the chain, and so on from one animal to the next. There are some animals, including large owls, that eat other animals, but are not eaten themselves. They are considered to be at the “top” of the food chain.

Please note: Each column above represents a possible food chain. Some pieces are interchangeable among different chains, but not all pieces will fit perfectly. For instance, the frog could eat the spider, but the tabs on the pieces don’t match. The squirrel piece will fit with all of the owl pieces, but it is unlikely that a screech owl (upper right) would eat a squirrel unless it’s a baby squirrel.
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